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ABSTRACT: A series of X(depe)2FeCC−CCFe-
(depe)2X complexes (depe =1,2-bis(diethylphosphino)ethane;
X = I 1, NCMe 2, N2 3, C2H 4, C2SnMe3 5, C4SnMe3 6, NCSe
7, NCS 8, CN 9, SH 10, and NO2 11) was designed to study
the influence of the anchor group on organometallic molecular
transport junctions to achieve high-conductive molecular
wires. The FeC4Fe core is electronically functional due to
the redox-active Fe centers and sp-bridging ligands allowing a
strong electronic delocalization. 1−11 were characterized by
elemental analyses, X-ray diffraction, cyclic voltammetry,
NMR, IR, and Raman spectroscopy. DFT calculations on
model compounds gave the HOMO/LUMO energies. 5−9
were investigated in mechanically controllable break-junctions. For 9, unincisive features at 8.1 × 10−7 G0 indicate that sterical
reasons prevent stable junctions to form or that the coordinative binding motif prohibits electron injection. 7 and 8 with the
hitherto unexploited coordinatively binding end groups NCSe and NCS yielded currents of 1.3 × 10−9 A (7) and 1.8 × 10−10 A
(8) at ±1.0 V. The SnMe3 in 5 and 6 splits off, yielding junctions with covalent C−Au bonds and currents of 6.5 × 10−7 A (Au−
5′−Au) or 2.1 × 10−7 A (Au−6′−Au). Despite of a length of almost 2 nm, the Au−5′−Au junction reaches 1% of the maximum
current assuming one conductance channel in quantum point contacts. Additionally, the current noise in the transport data is
considerably reduced for the covalent C−Au coupling compared to the coordinative anchoring of 7−9, endorsing C−Au coupled
organometallic complexes as excellent candidates for low-ohmic molecular wires.

■ INTRODUCTION

The field of molecular electronics aims at employing intrinsic
molecular functionalities for specific electronic operations.1−4

Electronic transport through molecular junctions depends on
the chemical structure of the molecules, which however is hard
to predict in such a solid-state type-of-device,5 as the properties
of the isolated molecule change substantially when it is coupled
to metal leads. Nonetheless the evolution of atomic and
molecular manipulation and molecular electronics has strongly
progressed and gained momentum through interdisciplinary
efforts, joining forces of theory, physics and chemistry.6 From
the chemistry side, the main contribution toward single-
molecule electronics is to provide a rational design for the
synthesis of unique molecular entities suitable of probing
structure−function relationships,7−9 which is a categorical
prerequisite to comprehensively understand the processes
underlying electronic transport on the single-molecule level.
Ultimately this know-how is expected to be the basis for

creating tailored functional molecular building blocks for

specific electronic tasks, as e.g. conductance switching, and
eventually enabling the implementation of single-molecule
devices to provide novel functionalities based on intrinsic
molecular mechanisms, such as multilevel redox activity. A
molecular transport junction can be divided into three main
parts:10 an experimental setup providing atomic-sized electrodes
separated by a tunable gap of molecular dimensions (0−3 nm), a
(functional or passive) molecular backbone providing a pathway
for electrons to travel between the two electrodes under an
applied field, and the termini of the molecular unit, the so-called
end groups. These end groups establish the mechanical and
electronic contact between the backbone and the electrodes by
chemical means, thereby immobilizing the molecule in the
junction to form a solid-state device. Suitable molecular entities
are structurally rigid and consist of molecular orbitals (MOs)
that are ideally coupled in an overlapping way along the
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electronic pathway to facilitate electron transport. The
junction’s conductance can now be modulated by varying the
level of MO coupling, the energetic position of the MOs in
respect to the Fermi energy, EF, of the electrodes and the
injection barriers from the electrodes to the MOs. In that
context, the end groups are key to establish a mechanically stable
contact and to control the electronic coupling between the
molecule and the electrodes.11 The molecular topologies are
expected to determine the type of transport mechanism and its
efficiency, namely the anchor group to determine the charge
injection barrier and the molecular orbitals the pathways for
electrons to tunnel through. Whereas the experimental
techniques to investigate molecular transport are evolving at a
fast pace and enable meanwhile even measurements at the
single-molecule level, the number of suitable homologous series
of molecules for a systematic study of the structure−function
relationship is rather limited. Also, the conductance of
commonly used purely organic molecules for single-molecule
electronics is reported to be rather low and to decay generally
exponentially with increasing molecular length until, at a certain
length, the hopping-based low-conductance regime is reached.
This constrains severely the dimensions of the molecular
systems,12−15 in particular to achieve long wires, and
complicates the implemention of intrinsic molecular function-
alities.
To achieve high conductance at relatively low bias for energy-

efficient applications, the positions of the energy levels of the
MOs need to be aligned with EF for resonant transport to occur
through MOs. In contrast to purely organic entities, where MO
and EF levels are usually energetically separated by several eV (in
the isolated case), organometallic compounds enable a facile
tuning of the MO energies, because of their strong dependence
on the kind of the metal center.16−20 The design and synthesis
of the Creutz−Taube21 ion furthermore established that an
organic ligand connecting two or more redox-active metal cores
allows a delocalized electronic system to be formed between the
metal centers which act as an intramolecular electron pathway
for transport. Additionally, the insertion of redox-active metal
centers into organic frameworks, termed “relay approach”, was
shown to improve the molecular conductance of the entire
framework by providing defined donor−acceptor sites.22
In recent years, organometallic complexes of the type

(Cp*)(PP)MCnM(PP)(Cp*) (Cp* = η5-C5Me5, P = mono-
dentate phosphine ligand or PP = bidentate phosphine ligand,
Cn organic bridging ligand) were intensively employed to study
intramolecular charge transport.23−25 The covalently bonded
and electronically delocalized bridge poses a structurally well-
defined rigid-rod electron pathway, whereas the options to alter
the incorporated metal centers,26,27 the bridging28,29 and
nonbridging ligands30 in order to vary the MO alignment
open the possibility to gain in-depth understanding of the
electronic processes taking place at the molecular level.
Electrochemical and spectroscopic experiments evidenced that
the electronic delocalization can extend over the entire length of
the organometallic unit.31−33 The reversibility of the intra-
molecular redox process was found to be highest for the
unsaturated, rigid-rod type and electronically versatile C4 ligand
and decreased dramatically if other types of sp/sp2 systems were
employed.28,29,34−36 Among the C4-bridged bimetallic systems,
the homonuclear (Cp*)(PP)FeC4Fe(PP)(Cp*) class is high-
lighted by an exceptionally large charge delocalization and a high
stabilization of the oxidized species.27,37−39 First experimental
evidence suggests that spectroelectrochemical data derived from

solution-based bulk measurements can tentatively be related to
the electronic properties expressed on a single-molecule level.40

Despite this, single-molecule transport measurements of
compounds of the (PP)MCnM(PP) class are rare, as the design
and realization of organometallic fragments with open terminal
sites that would allow for the insertion of electrode binding end
groups constitute significant synthetic challenges. Up to date,
only a mononuclear ruthenium41 and platinum42 complex as
well as selected di- and trinuclear ruthenium entities8,43−45 were
investigated. Another experimental challenge is the required
backbone length. As the direct electron tunneling between the
Au electrodes is a non-negligible conductance channel in a
molecular junction,46 the electrode spacing of the corresponding
metal−molecule−metal system has to be taken into account
when comparing molecular conductances in general and
molecule−metal coupling strengths in particular. As the direct
electron tunneling contribution is strong for short electrode
separations, longer compounds are better suited for such
comparative studies, adding to synthetic challenges. Hence, the
rich ligand chemistry and the high tunability of transition metals,
which make the (PP)MCnM(PP) class very attractive for
molecular electronic applications, is so far not sufficiently
exploited and needs further chemical realization and physical
transport experiments.
We recently reported the stepwise assembly of a homo-

metallic tetranuclear Me3SiC4{Fe}C4{Fe}C4{Fe}C4{Fe}-
C4SiMe3 ({Fe} = Fe(depe)2, depe = 1,2-bis(diethylphospino)-
ethane) unit, which showed extensive charge delocalization and
vibrational coupling over the entire unsaturated organometallic
backbone.34 Based on these findings, we targeted to attach
electrode-binding terminal groups to the {Fe}−CC−CC−
{Fe} unit, thus combining the favorable properties of the Fe(II)
core(s) with those of the butadiyne bridging ligand while
realizing molecular junctions in the length range of 1.3−2.0 nm
to reduce the direct electron tunneling contribution.
Toward this end, we first designed a triad of organometallic

precursors of the type X{Fe}C4{Fe}X (X = I 1,34 NCMe 2, and
N2 3) with reactive terminal ligands X. Starting from these
source compounds, synthetic strategies were devised to modify
the end groups for contact to Au electrodes. Using different
synthetic pathways, we capped the central {Fe}C4{Fe} unit with
X = CCH 4, CCSnMe3 5, C4SnMe3 6,

34 NCSe 7, NCS 8,
CN 9, SH 10, and NO2 11 to study the influence of molecule−
metal coupling on the transport properties. The 4−11 series of
complexes consists of principally two different types of
electrode-binding molecules. Those with terminal H atoms or
Me3Sn moieties attach to the Au surface by elimination of these
moieties, forming junctions with X = C2 (5′) or X = C4 (6′). 5′
and 6′ are expected to establish covalent bonds to the Au
surface, while complexes with Lewis basic end groups (7−9 and
11) form coordinative bonds. It seems reasonable to expect that
the utilization of covalent C−Au bonds will lead to an increased
stability of the molecular junction compared to the coordinative
bonding case. Moreover, a stronger MO overlap due to the
shorter electrode−molecule distance and therefore a higher
overall conductance is anticipated for C−Au bonds. The
presently best conducting molecular wires are those with poly
p-phenylene junctions possessing also a direct C−Au binding.47
Here, tunneling between the distinct π-system of the phenyls
mediates transport, whereas in our case a delocalized electron
system enables electron transport between the metal centers.
To achieve resonant transport, the MOs of the molecule have

to be aligned to EF, so that the electronegativity is similar. It was
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shown that Au electrodes are comparably soft according to the
HSAB concept developed by Pearson.48 The same concept
states that the chemical hardness can be correlated to the energy
difference between the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO), called the HOMO−LUMO gap ΔE(H−L), and allows
the strength of donor−acceptor interactions to be predicted.49 A
small HOMO/LUMO gap means soft, and a large HOMO/
LUMO gap means hard in character, while the Mulliken
electronegativity (I + A)/2 (I = ionization potential, A =
electron affinity) at high negative energies means high
electronegativity and vice versa. Following this line of thought,
molecules prone for high resonant conductivity should be soft in
character and have a relatively low electronegativity to adjust to
EF of the Au electrodes. To gain insight into the influence of the
terminal groups on the energetic regime of the molecular
orbitals, the molecular geometries of selected model complexes
5-Me, 6H-Me, 7-Me, 8-Me, 9-Me, 10-Me, and 11-Me were
optimized at the PBE1PBE/LANL2DZ level, and the HOMO/
LUMO energies and chemical hardnesses of the compounds
were obtained by single-point calculations with the 6-311+g(d)
basis set and the same PBE1PBE functional.
All terminal substituents chosen possess a conjugation

scheme that allows charge delocalization of the central
{Fe}C4{Fe} unit to be extended over the molecule−metal
interfaces. The strong electronic delocalization, the relatively
high chemical stability, and the rigid-rod conjugated structures
make a possible deployment of the {Fe}C4{Fe} unit attractive
for applications as molecular wires. While cyanide,50 isocya-
nide,51 thiol,52,53 and nitro substituents8 are frequently
employed as end groups, sp carbons are as yet rarely
used,7,54,55 and the utilization of NCS and NCSe as end groups
is, to the best of our knowledge, unprecedented in molecular
electronics. The affinity of S toward Au is well established, and

one can reasonably assume that replacing S with the softer Se
could enhance the orbital interaction of the soft Au electrode
and the anchor groups56 and additionally reinforce the stability
of the formed junction. As mentioned before, capping a carbon
function with either trimethylsilyl57 or trimethylstannyl58

substituents allows strong C−Au σ-bonds to be established
after deprotection of the EMe3 group (E = Si, Sn). The
utilization of trimethylstannyl groups is preferable since due to
the weaker Sn−C bond the cleavage of the C−Sn bonds occurs
spontaneously at the electrodes and pre-experiment depro-
tection by a suitable reagent is not required. The linear structure,
rigidness, and orbital arrangement of sp-hybridized C make
these end groups highly interesting for the investigation of
molecular transport.54,55,59

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Syntheses and Spectroscopic Characterizations. All experi-

ments and measurements were carried out under a dinitrogen
atmosphere using Schlenk techniques or in a glovebox (M. Braun
150B-G-II). All compounds were worked up to an analytically pure
state without the use of column chromatography. The experimental
part containing the description of the syntheses, one- and two-
dimensional NMR experiments (Figures S1−S28), IR (Figures S29−
S38) and Raman data (Table S1), and cyclic voltammetry experiments
at different scan rates (Figures S42−S50) as well as the results of the
elemental analyses can be found in the Supporting Information.

X-ray Structure Analyses. The molecular structures of complexes
5, and 7−9 are depicted in Figure 2. The dicationic complexes [2]2+

and [3]2+ are illustrated in Figure S39, and the molecular structures of
the compounds 5, 10 and 11 are shown in Figure S40. Selected bond
lengths, intramolecular distances, and angles are summarized in Table
S2. The data collection and structure-refinement data for compounds 2,
3, and 5−11 are presented in Tables S3−S5. Single-crystal X-ray
diffraction data were collected at 183(2) K on a Xcalibur diffractometer
(Ruby CCD detector) or on a SuperNova area-detector diffractometer
(for 6), using a single wavelength enhance X-ray source with MoKα

Scheme 1. Reaction Pathways to Modify the Terminal X Functional Group of the X{Fe(depe)2}C4{Fe(depe)2}X Unit

aThree step synthesis.34 [BArF4]
− = tetrakis[(3,5-trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate.
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radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å).60 The selected suitable single crystals were
mounted using polybutene oil on the top of a glass fiber fixed on a
goniometer head and immediately transferred to the diffractometer.
Pre-experiment, data collection, data reduction, and analytical
absorption corrections61 were performed with the program suite
CrysAlisPro.60 Using WinGX62 or Olex,63 the crystal structures were
solved with SHELXS9764 using direct methods, and the structure
refinements were performed by full-matrix least-squares on F2 with
SHELXL9764 for 3, 5, 8−11 and SHELXL201364 for 2, 4 and 7.
PLATON65 was used to check the results of the X-ray analyses. For
more details about the refinements, see the Supporting Information
and/or the refine_special_details and iucr_refine_instructions_details
sections in the Crystallographic Information files (Supporting
Information). CCDC-986825 (for 2), CCDC-986826 (for 3),
CCDC-986827 (for 4), CCDC-986828 (for 5), CCDC-986829 (for
7), CCDC-986830 (for 8), CCDC-986831 (for 9), CCDC-986832 (for
10), and CCDC-986833 (for 11) contain the supplementary
crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained free
of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center via www.
ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.
Computational Details. DFT calculations were performed with

the Gaussian03 program package66 using the hybrid functional
PBE1PBE67 in conjunction with the LanL2DZ basis set68−70 for the
geometry optimizations and with the 6-311+G(d) basis set71−73 on all
atoms for the determination of the energy levels. Geometries were
optimized with a Ci (inversion center) or a C2 (2-fold axis) symmetry,
and the ethyl groups of the depe ligands were replaced by methyl
groups. The results are summarized in Table 3 and Figure S51.
Single-Molecule Transport Measurements. Transport measure-

ments were taken at 300 K under ultrahigh vacuum conditions
(pressure <2 × 10−9 mbar) by repeated opening and closing of the
molecular junction using a three-point bending mechanism upon
simultaneous current−voltage (I−V) data acquisition74 using a
Hewlett-Packard HP4156B Parameter Analyzer with 1 fA current
resolution. After initial breaking of the Au−Au junction, the dinuclear
Fe compounds were deposited onto the open junction from a 4 × 10−5

mol/L solution in tetrahydrofuran (THF), forming a submonolayer
coverage on the two Au surfaces by the various bonding motifs. After
evaporation of the solvent, the junction is slowly and stepwise closed
until an electrical resistance of 1 MΩ at 1.2 V is being measured. Then
the junction is opened again until a resistance of 3 TΩ at 1.2 V is
reached, indicating a fully opened junction. In the subsequent opening
and closing cycles, molecules can bridge the two electrodes, and metal−
molecule−metal junctions are formed repeatedly. Statistical analysis,
typically covering several hundred I−V curves during junction forming
and breaking events, is performed to identify the most probable
transport characteristics74 during this mechanical manipulation
procedure.

■ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Synthesis and Spectroscopic Properties of the Different

Dinuclear Complexes. Mononuclear iron complexes of the type
Fe(PP)2X2 (PP = bidentate phosphine ligand, X = Cl, Br, I) are known
to react with organic nitriles yielding the mono- or dinitrile
coordinating complexes75,76 as well as allowing the abstraction of the
terminal halides by sterically hindered bases to obtain the
corresponding dinitrogen complexes.77 The dinuclear I{Fe}C4{Fe}I
complex 1 (Scheme 1) is easily accessible and allows a facile
substitution of the terminal iodo functions.34 We targeted the dinuclear
bis-nitrile (2) and bis-dinitrogen (3) species as synthetic intermediates
to assemble a triad of reactive precursors to access entities based on the
{Fe}C4{Fe} motif, which terminal functional groups are chemically
“tunable”. The di-iodo complex 1 reacted with refluxing acetonitrile to
give the bis-acetonitrile coordinated dinuclear complex [2] as the di-
iodo salt in very high yield (98%, Scheme 1). Treating 1 with two
equivalents of sodium tetrakis[(3,5-trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate
under a dinitrogen atmosphere and apolar conditions gave the bis-
dinitrogen complex [3] as the tetrakis[(3,5-trifluoromethyl)phenyl]-
borate salt in good yield (87%, Scheme 1). The reaction of
mononuclear (Cp*)(PP)FeCl and Fe(PP)2Cl2 cores with lithium

acetylide78 and sodium acetylide79,80 reagents is well established. In a
previous paper we could show that by reacting 1 with a freshly prepared
lithiated [C4]

2− unit and subsequent deprotection and stannylation of
the termini, the C4SnMe3 capped dinuclear complex 6 is accessible.

34 In
a similar fashion the reaction of 1 with sodium acetylide in the presence
of lithium triflate gave the acetylide capped compound 4, which was
stannylated using NEt2SnMe3 to yield the C2SnMe3 capped complex 5
(Scheme 1). Both compounds were isolated in good yields of 84% and
88%, respectively. The signal of the acetylenic proton of 4 in the 1H
NMR appears as a quintet at 1.03 ppm due to a 4JH−P coupling with the
four phosphorus atoms of the depe ligand (see Figure S10 for the 1H
and 1H {31P} spectra as well as Figure S13 for the P,H correlation
spectrum). The stannylation to give 5 has a distinct influence on the
spectroscopic properties (see NMR and IR parts of the Supporting
Information), most notably on the 13C{1H} resonance of the Cα carbon
atom of the terminal acetylide group, which experiences a considerable
low-field shift from 129.9 ppm for 4 to 170.2 ppm for 5. Despite the
stannyl substituent, the signal of the Cβ atom is likewise shifted low-
field, albeit to a lesser extent, from 99.4 to 111.6 ppm (for 4 and 5,
respectively). In the 119Sn{1H} NMR, the trimethyltin group of 5
appears as a quintet at −121.0 ppm due to the 4JSn−P coupling (Figure
S18). Compared to the corresponding singlet of the C4SnMe3 capped
6, which is found at −36.3 ppm,34 the signal is shifted considerably
toward the lower field.

Starting from the bis-acetonitrile complex [2]2+ and using KSeCN as
a reagent, the isoselenocyanate capped complex 7 was obtained in good
yield (82%, Scheme 1).

In a similar line, reacting the di-iodo complex 1 in refluxing
acetonitrile with NaSCN and NaCN yielded the isothiocyanate capped
8 and the cyanide substituted complex 9 in good yields of 85% and
82%. In situ 31P{1H} NMR measurements indicated the formation of
the bis(acetonitrile) substituted [2]2+ as an intermediate. 7 and 8,
which differ from each other solely in the heteroatom of the terminal
function, show a distinct consistency in their respective spectroscopic
properties (Table 1 and Supporting Information).

The thiol and nitro capped dinuclear compounds 10 and 11 were
obtained in yields of 74% and 75% (Scheme 1) by reacting the bis-
dinitrogen complex [3]2+ with the corresponding sodium salts at room
temperature, indicative of the facile replacement of the coordinated
dinitrogen ligands. The bis-thiol compound 10 is prone to
decomposition in solution or in air, apparently under oxidative
conditions, presumably resulting in the formation of dithio bridged
compounds. In the 1H NMR, the SH group gives rise to a quintet due
to the 3JH−P coupling with the four phosphorus atoms of the depe
ligand and is shifted considerably upfield to −6.34 ppm (Figure S25).
For the ligand exchange reactions, an intermediate [{Fe}C−CC−
C{Fe}]2+ structure seems reasonable (see Figure 1), as in this
mesomeric form of the C4 bridge both metal centers attain a 18-
electron configuration.

The C4 bridge of all described compounds gives rise to two signals in
the 13C{1H} NMR, consistent with a centrosymmetric {Fe}−CαCβ−

Table 1. IR and Raman ν(C4) Bands of the Bridging
Butadiyne Unit of Compounds 2−10

compd. IR [cm−1] νas(C4) Raman [cm−1] νs(C4)

2 1946 (m) 2088(s)
3 2109 (m) 2122(vs)
4 1952 (w) 2098(s)
5 1936 (vs) 2086(s)
6b 1951 (m) (sh at 1967)a 2102(vs)
7 1950 (m) 2097(vs)
8 1950 (m) 2097(vs)
9 1955 (m) 2103(vs)
10 1940 (m) 2094(s)
11 1956 (m) 2098(s)

aν(C2).
bDescribed in literature.34
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Cβ′Cα′−{Fe} butadiyne structure and an inversion center located
between the Cβ and Cβ′ of the bridging unit. The signal of the carbon
atoms in α position to the iron centers is a quintet for all complexes due
to the coupling with the four equatorial P atoms. Also, for
centrosymmetric structures with octahedral geometry around the
Fe(II) centers and with the electron-rich phosphine ligands arranged
equatorially, we expected a singlet in the 31P{1H}NMR, which was
indeed found for all complexes. All complexes are expected to have a
local D∞h symmetry of the {Fe}−CC−CC−{Fe} arrangement
and due to this the complexes are anticipated to give rise to one IR
active νas(C4) band. This band is found to possess a prominent and
well-distinguishable feature in all IR spectra (Figures S29 − S38). As for
4−11 the structure of the central {Fe}C4{Fe} motif remains constant,
changes of the stretching frequencies of this band can be attributed to
the different donor/acceptor properties of the terminal anchor groups
trans to the bridging ligand (Table 1).
Within the homologous series of compounds, the νas(C4) IR band

shifts only slightly. For 4−11, the lowest value of 1936 cm−1 is found
for the C2SnMe3 capped compound 5 and the highest value of 1956
cm−1 for the dinitro derivative 11. For the νs(C4) Raman band, the
lowest value of 2086 cm−1 is again found for the C2SnMe3 capped
compound 5, yet the by far highest values of 2103 and 2102 cm−1 stem
from the vibrational bands of the CN and C4SnMe3 capped complexes
9 and 6. A possible explanation for these at first glance unexpected
values could be a vibrational coupling between the νs(C4) band of the
bridging ligand and the respective vibrations of the terminal ligands,
putting the high-energy band to higher energies and the low-energy
band to lower energies.
X-ray Structure Analyses. Single crystals were grown of all

compounds and allowed a structural characterization using X-ray
diffraction studies. The crystal structures of 1 and 6 are discussed
elsewhere.34 Figure 2 depicts the molecular structures of 5 and 7−9, the
structures of 2 and 3 are given in Figure S39, and the ones of 4, 10, and
11 are in Figure S40. For all complexes discussed here, the bond
between the Fe and the Cα of the bridging ligand lies between the
values of 1.900(3) Å for 10 and 1.935(5) Å for 5, which is consistent
with a Fe−C single bond. The Cα−Cβ bonds are between 1.215(8) Å
for 8 and 1.225(3) Å for 11 and thus still fall into the range of CC
triple bond separations, whereas the Cβ−Cβ′ bond lengths with values
between 1.373(8) Å for 7 and 1.390(7) Å for 10 are slightly shorter
than expected for a C(sp)−C(sp) single bond. The Fe−Fe distances
are between 7.6117(8) Å for 10 and 7.701(1) Å for 5 and are thus in
good accord with the values reported for other terminally open
dinuclear compounds, with the {Fe(depe)2}C4{Fe(depe)2} motif,34

and are also in range of stopper-type C4 bridged iron dinuclears, such as
[CpFe(dppe)](μ-C4)

81 and [(η5-C5Me5)(CO)2Fe2](μ-C4),
82 which

have nonbonding Fe····Fe distances of 7.564 and 7.653 Å, respectively.
The values document a butadiynediyl character of the bridging C4 unit,
albeit with participation of a butatrienediylidene mesomeric form
(Figure 1).
For both complexes 4 and 5 the terminal C2 unit displays bond

lengths which correspond to an acetylide structure, i.e., the length of
the Fe−C bonds is consistent with a single bond (1.935(5) Å and
1.926(5) Å for 5, 1.926(2) Å for 4), and the C−C bonds are in the
range expected for triple bonds (1.220(5) Å, and 1.210(8) Å for 5,
1.207(4) Å for 4). For all molecules, the ligand geometry around the Fe
cores is pseudo octahedral, with the four P atoms occupying equatorial
positions, whereas the end group is lying on an axial position trans to
the bridging ligand. The average Fe−P distance of the neutral
compounds lies between 2.220 Å for the C2SnMe3 capped compound
5 and 2.248 Å for the NO2 terminated 11. The average Fe−P distance
of the dicationic compounds 2 and 3 (2.252 and 2.271 Å, respectively)
is slightly elongated compared to the neutral compounds, yet all values
lie in the range of {Fe(depe)2} centers reported earlier. The

comparably long Fe−P distance of 3 apparently causes a high-field
shift of the signal in the 31P{1H} spectrum as described above.

The cisoid (bow-shaped) and transoid (S-shaped) distortions, which
are a common phenomenon for Cn (with n ≥ 4) bridged dinuclear
{M}Cn{M} compounds, are unincisive for the structures discussed
here. Compounds 4, 9, and 11 show minor cisoid distortions along the
metal−C4−metal backbone, yet the Fe−Cα−Cβ angle, which makes the
largest contribution to this distortion, lies in the range of 175.9(3)−
176.7(2)° (Table S2) and is almost linear. Compounds [2]2+, [3]2+, 5
and 7−10 could be described as transoid distorted, yet this distortion is
only distinct for the thiol capped compound 9, where the Fe−Cα−Cβ

angle is 173.4(3)°. Gladysz et al. showed via DFT calculations that the
energetic barrier for cisoid distortions for {M}Cn{M} fragments is quite
small83 and also noted the tendency that distortions from linearity are
often located at the end of the linear chain.84 When the lengths of the
terminal ligands are taken into account, this tendency can indeed be
observed for the presented molecules, in particular for terminal groups
consisting of three or more atoms, which are linearly arranged, i.e.,
complexes 5−8 and, albeit to a lesser extent, the C2H capped 4.
Interestingly, the distortion of the linearity is emanating from the iron
center for compounds 7 and 8 illustrated by a Fe−N−C bond angle
deviating considerably from linearity (172.9(4) and 169.4(5)° for

Figure 1. Possible mesomeric forms of the C4 bridging ligand.

Figure 2. Molecular structures of 5 and 7−9 (from top to bottom).
Ellipsoids are set at 30% probability level. Solvent molecules and
selected hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. See Table S2 for
selected bond lengths, distances, and angles.
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NCSe 7 and NCS 8, respectively). For 4 and 5 the distortion is located
completely on the terminal ligand, with the C−C−Sn angles of 5 at
162.9(5)° and 158.0(5)°. However, these values cannot considered
with confidence because of the disorder observed on the terminal
ligands. For both 7 and 8, the Fe−N−C bond angle was expected to be
<180° due to the lone electron pair on the N nuclei but instead found
to be close to 180° (∠(C3−N1−Fe1) = 177.6(4)° for 7 and 176.2(6)° for 8,
Table S2).
The comparably short N−C bond (1.161(6)Å for 7 and 1.135(7) Å

for 8, Table S2) suggests a considerable influence of the M−N+C−
Se− and M−N+C−S− canonical structures.85 Neither of the terminal
ligands chosen for this project nor the depe ligands are sterically
excessively demanding. Consequently it can be reasoned that the
observed deviations from linearity stem from intermolecular inter-
actions and crystal packing effects.84,86

Cyclic Voltammetry. Cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried
out to probe the thermodynamic stability of the reported complexes in
all accessible oxidation states. Compounds 4, 6, 8, 9, and 11 exhibit
three and complexes 5 and 7 two well-defined and reversible oxidation
waves, while for 10 no reversible process was found (Table 2 and
Supporting Information).

Two oxidation waves are associated with the consecutive oxidation
of the two metal centers, whereas the third one, positioned at a
significantly more positive potential, is associated with the oxidation of
the bridging ligand.34,37 The existence of two metal-based oxidations
for a highly symmetric molecule possessing a formal inversion center in
the middle of the bridging ligand is a strong indicator for high charge
delocalization over the length of the rigid-rod molecule,23 which
demonstrates that the butadiyne bridging ligand is actively supporting
charge transport between the redox-active iron centers.87

The thiol-capped compound 10 does not exhibit any reversible
oxidation process in the THF/Bu4NPF6 electrolyte, an electrochemical
behavior which would be consistent with the oxidative formation of
dithio species. This explanation is also in agreement with the observed
disposition of 10 to decompose in solution and deposit as a thin film on
the electrodes during the cyclic voltammetry experiments. The
C2SnMe3 capped 5 and the NCSe capped 7 both only show two
reversible oxidation waves, both in a range associated with metal-based
oxidations (Figure S47 for 7 and S44 for 5). For 5, the absence of a
third reversible oxidation wave is interesting as the structurally highly
similar C2H capped 4 shows the carbon based oxidation. When
recording cyclic voltammograms of 5 with a broader electrochemical
window (Figure S43), one can observe that, while there is no reversible
third oxidation wave, the first two oxidations are still present and
furthermore still reversible. This indicates that processes linked to a
cleavage of the trimethylstannyl group in the higher potential range
might be responsible for the absence of a carbon based oxidation. For
the NCSe capped complex 7 all three oxidations are observable, but the
re-reduction processes are not reversible (Figure S46). Upon narrowing
the potential window, two fully reversible oxidation waves were
detected (Figure S47). This behavior could be interpreted in terms of

insolubility of the 3-fold oxidized species in the electrolyte. Except for
the thiol-capped complex 10 the mixed valence forms show very good
thermodynamic stabilization as derived from the high Kc values in the
range of 107 (Table 2).23

Based on the MC4M in common motif molecules, 4−11 show high
structural uniformity. Nonetheless, number and position of the
oxidation waves as well as the peak separation evidence a noticeable
variance (Table 2). Peak separation and Kc values depend on the
distance between the metal centers,88 the electron density at the metal
centers, electrostatic interactions, solvation, ion pairing with the
electrolyte, and structural distortions.23 For the complexes reported
here, the differences in the nonbonding Fe····Fe distances (see Table 3)

are small and can only partially explain the variance. The ΔE values are
expected to increase with the electron density of the metal center, yet,
similar to the IR and Raman data, the interpretation based on the
electron-donating and -accepting properties of the terminal anchoring
ligand is however not fully conclusive. Still, the cyclic voltammetry data
corroborate that by changing one structural motif in an otherwise
homologous series of organometallic wire-type molecules allows
modification of their physical, spectroscopic, and electronic properties.

■ DFT CALCULATIONS
The molecular geometries of the model complexes 4-Me, 6H-
Me, 7-Me, 8-Me, 9-Me, 10-Me, and 11-Me were optimized with
the Gaussian 03 program package66 using the hybrid functional
PBE1PBE67 in conjunction with the LanL2DZ basis set.67−70

Geometries were optimized with a Ci (inversion center) or a C2
(2-fold axis) symmetry, and the ethyl groups of the depe ligands
were replaced by methyl groups (dmpe = 1,2-bis-
(dimethylphosphino)ethane). As the SnMe3 groups of 5 and
6 are expected to cleave off to form a covalent C−Au bond,
calculations were carried out for the H terminated models 4-Me
(HCC(dmpe)2Fe−C4−Fe(dmpe)2CCH) and 6H-Me
(HC4(dmpe)2Fe−C4−Fe(dmpe)2C4H).
The computed distances for the model complexes compare

well with the structural data derived from the X-ray studies
(Tables 3 and S2). In all cases, the computed distances are
slightly elongated, which is attributed to intermolecular
interactions and packing effects within the crystal structures.84,89

The deviation is highest for the NO2 terminated complexes 11
and 11-Me, where the computed O···O′ distance of 13.15 Å is

Table 2. Cyclic Voltammetry Data of the Complexes 4−11a

compd.
E1/2 (0/+1)

[mV]

E1/2
(+1/+2)
[mV]

ΔE
[mV] Kc

E1/2
(+2/+3)
[mV]

4 −453 10 462 7.7 × 107 799
5 −458 5 463 7.9 × 107 −
6 −503 −48 456 6.0 × 107 671
7 −428 24 452 5.1 × 107 −
8 −372 106 478 14.5 × 107 848
9 −421 10 431 2.2 × 107 729
10 − − − − −
11 −497 −14 483 17.7 × 107 735

aMeasurements at 300 K in THF/Bu4NPF6 (0.1M) with an Au
working electrode, a Pt counter electrode, and an Ag reference
electrode. E vs Fc0/+ (external).

Table 3. Selected Distances (Å) Computed at the According
to the HSAB Principle (ref 49)a

X
X···X (X-ray)

(Å)

X···X
(DFT)c

(Å)
LUMO
(eV)

HOMO
(eV)

ΔE(H−L)
(eV)

χ
(eV)

SH S···S =
12.3435(17)

12.54 −0.33 −4.16 3.83 2.25

NO2 O···O =
12.830(3)

13.15 −0.57 −4.58 4.01 2.58

CN N···N =
13.738(4)

13.93 −0.39 −4.41 4.02 2.40

C2H C···C =
13.896(6)

14.08 −0.28 −4.07 3.79 2.18

NCS S···S =
16.940(3)

17.34 −0.57 −4.60 4.03 2.59

NCSe Se···Se =
17.3280(15)

17.59 −0.60 −4.62 4.02 2.61

C4H C···C =
19.015(12)b

19.26 −0.40 −4.33 3.93 2.37

aAn increase of the HOMO/LUMO gap is PBE1PBE/LANL2DZ
level and derived from X-ray studies, HOMO and LUMO energies
(eV), HOMO/LUMO gap (eV), and absolute electronegativity χ
computed at the PBE1PBE/LANL2DZ//PBE1PBE/6-311+g(d) level.
bSee ref 34. cSee Computational Details section.
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longer by about 2.5% compared to the distance of 12.83 Å found
in the X-ray experiment. Single-point calculations were carried
out with the PBE1PBE functional and the 6-311+G(d) basis set
for the determination of the molecular orbital energies. The
HOMO and LUMO energies are given in Table 3 and in Figure
S51 arranged in the order of the increasing molecular length.
The absolute energies of the HOMO lie between −4.62 eV for
7-Me and −4.07 eV for 4-Me, and the ones of the LUMO are
between −0.60 eV for 7-Me and −0.28 eV for 4-Me. To achieve
a resonant transport, the molecular orbitals of the probed
molecule should be aligned to EF of the macroscopic electronic
leads. As expected for 18-electron metal complexes, the
HOMO/LUMO gapΔE(H−L) is relatively large and lies between
3.79 eV for 4-Me and 4.03 eV for 8-Me. The work of Pearson
established that ΔE(H−L) derived from DFT calculations can be
correlated to hardness associated with a weakening of
polarizability and therefore an increase in chemical hardness.
For the discussed molecules, the hardness is consequently
increasing in the order 4-Me < 10-Me < 6H-Me < 11-Me < 9-Me
= 7-Me < 8-Me, whereas for the electronegativity χ the opposite
trend is followed (Table 3 and Figure S51).
The Fermi energy of the Au electrodes is reasonably close to

the energetic range of the HOMO’s of all complexes discussed
here. Assuming no charge transfer and MO broadening upon
coupling the compounds to leads and taking the calculated
HOMO levels of the isolated compounds as a measure for the
resonant transport conditions, their alignment to and interaction
with EF would be in the order 8-Me < 9-Me = 7-Me < 11-Me <
6H-Me. It has to be noted, however, that the calculations were
carried out for isolated molecules in the gas phase, whereas for
the MCBJ experiments, a solid-state behavior of the complexes
has to be assumed. The interactions with the Au electrodes, such
as charge transfer, hybridization, and broadening of MO due to
coupling, which are especially for the understanding of the
covalently bonded Au−5′−Au and Au−6′−Au junctions, are
not considered by the chosen level of DFT.
A more detailed computational study of the C4SnMe3,

C2SnMe3, NCS, NCSe, and CN terminated molecules and their
conductance behavior under bias, taking the interactions with
the Au electrodes into account, is reported elsewhere.90

Still, the calculations show that the energetic positions of the
molecular orbitals and the extent of the HOMO/LUMO gap
can be tuned by varying the terminal ligand of a X{M}C4{M}X,
even if metal center, bridging, and equatorial ligands are kept
unaltered.
Single-Molecule Transport Measurements. Based on

the results of the spectroscopic and electrochemical studies as
well as of the computational findings, the coordinatively binding
complexes 7−9 and the SnMe3 capped compounds 5 and 6 were
chosen for transport measurements at the single-molecule level
using a mechanically controllable break-junction. The results are
summarized in Figure 3 and Table 4. As the direct electron
tunneling between the Au electrodes is an non-negligible
conductance channel in a molecular transport junction,46 the
electrode spacing of the corresponding metal−molecule−metal
system has to be taken into account. The junction Au−5′−Au
formed after the cleavage of the SnMe3 group has a resulting
junction length (Cβ−Cβ distance of 13.95 Å after cleavage)
comparable to Au−9−Au (with a N−N distance of 13.74 Å),
whereas the Au−6′−Au junction (Cβ-Cβ distance of 19.02 Å
after cleavage) is in a length range with the NCS (S−S distance
of 16.94 Å) and NCSe (Se−Se distance of 17.33 Å) junctions
Au−8−Au and Au−7−Au.

For the C2 and C4 terminal substituents of the Au−5′−Au
and Au−6′−Au junctions, acetylenic-, vinylidenic-, and (alkynyl
vinylidenic)-configured bonding schemes can be postulated
upon binding to the Au electrodes. A computational study of the
possible bonding motifs of the C4SnMe3 terminated molecule
suggested that the different bonding schemes do not differ
significantly in their conductance behavior.90 To elucidate the
bonding schemes of the C2 and C4 anchor groups, further
spectroscopic experiments are planned, e.g., XPS and Raman
spectroscopy.
For 9, only histograms have been acquired revealing a less

pronounced accumulation at 8.1 × 10−7 G0, most likely due to
unstable binding situations as the phosphine ligands sterically
hinder the short CN anchor to bind to the Au surface. The low
conductance and the sterical hindrance renders the CN end
group rather inefficient for electron injection. In contrast to 9,
the statistical transport measurements of 5′, 6′, 7, and 8
provided reproducible and consistent results that are displayed
in Figure 3. The data presented show representative and
individual four-step (from 0.0 to −1.2 to 0.0 V and from 0.0 to
+1.2 and 0.0 V) I−V characteristics for Au−5′ (green), 6′ (red),
7 (black), and 8 (blue) acquired at room temperature and
extracted from large statistical data sets of more than 1000 I−V
characteristics.74,90 On the first glance, the I−V characteristics at
300 K look similar regarding their functional behavior and differ
strongly in: (A) the current amplitude at both low and high bias,
(B) the current onset (at zero bias), and (C) the signal-to-noise
ratio. These parameters differ for the four end groups because of
the following reasons: At 300 K, a finite local density of states
(LDOS) is arising at EF,Au from the energy level of the MOs
being broadened thermally and by coupling the MO to leads.91

Figure 3. Current−voltage (I−V) characteristics taken at 300 K for the
junctions Au−5′−Au (green), Au−6′−Au (red), Au−7−Au (black),
and Au−8−Au (blue).

Table 4. Typical Current Values for 5′, 6′, 7, and 8 Averaged
From the I−V Double Sweeps at 200 mV and at 1 V

current level [A] extracted at different bias

compd. 200 mV 1 V

5′ 2.03 × 10−8 6.51 × 10−7

6′ 5.56 × 10−9 2.13 × 10−7

7 6.66 × 10−12 1.29 × 10−9

8 1.79 × 10−12 1.77 × 10−10
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Additionally, EF is broadened at 300 K giving rise to a finite
conductance and hence a finite current at zero bias. In Figure 3,
the current is generally increasing with increasing bias for all
compounds, indicating that the frontier MOs get energetically
better aligned with the chemical potentials of left or right leads.
In contrast to measurements taken at low temperatures (<100
K), where resonant transport properties are being revealed by
distinct steps in the I−V curves,92 at 300 K the MOs are smeared
out, and generally a nonlinear (almost exponential) functional
I−V behavior with only a few distinguishable features is found.
We will discuss in the following the two comparative

parameters current level and current increase and further
quantify the current fluctuations as measure for the junction’s
high-field stability:

(A) The current levels of compound 8 (blue; (1.5−2.2) ×
10−10 A at ±1.0 V) and 7 (black; (1.0−1.8) × 10−9 A at
±1.0 V) differ by almost 1 order of magnitude, rendering
NCS coupling the weakest among all coupling motifs
studied here. Compounds 5′ and 6′ with direct C−Au
coupling reveal current levels ranging between (6.0−7.2)
× 10−7 and (2.0−2.4) × 10−7 A at ±1.0 V, an
approximately 100- and a 1000-fold increase in current
compared to −NCSe and −NCS termination. As the Fe−
C4−Fe molecular backbone is kept equal in all four
compounds, charging effects that may shift the MO’s
energy levels in Au−molecule−Au systems significantly
compared to the isolated molecules are expected to be
similar for all compounds. Hence, the current levels
represent in a first-order approximation the electronic
coupling strength of the corresponding end group.
Consequently the NCSe termination provides a better
coupling compared to NCS as the current is increased by
a factor of 10. The direct C−Au bond, as established
during cleavage of the SnMe3 group, reveals an at least 2
orders of magnitude higher current level compared to
NCSe (7) and 3 orders of magnitude compared to the
NCS (8) termination. This relative increase in the
transport characteristics is in agreement with findings
on the low-bias conductance of S−Au and C−Au coupled
oligophenylenes47 as well as DFT calculations90 that
indicate a strong electronic hybridization between
molecular and metal states.

(B) The functional current increase when starting the bias
sweep at zero is similar for NCS and NCSe termination,
in contrast to a very abrupt increase in current for the
direct C−Au coupling. In the latter case, the current
increases, e.g., from 0.4 pA to 0.4 nA (4) or 1.0 nA (5′)
within only 20 mV. This indicates that resonant MOs or
MOs close-to-resonance are available at EF, presumably
established by spatial overlap of molecular and metal
states leading to electronic hybridization90 as discussed
above. Additional to the zero-bias current level, the slopes
of the I−V curves differ. They are found to behave almost
linear on the semilog representation at biases larger than
approximately ±0.3 V for 5′ and larger than ±0.4 V for 6′,
respectively. This indicates that for the C−Au coupling,
the contribution of the MOs next to the frontier ones to
transport is minor in the bias window available. From the
DFT calculations, it seems that the “conducting” orbitals
in the molecule−metal interface are assumed to be of π
type as they constitute the HOMO/LUMO region and
are therefore more suited for electron transport.

(C) The last comparative parameter concerns the noise in the
current as a measure for the junction stability under
electrical load. Despite of the 3 orders of magnitude
higher current, the current fluctuations are 1 order of
magnitude smaller for C−Au coupling compared with
NCS coupling, in particular for voltages larger than ±0.4
V (Figure S52).

This indicates that even under large current densities, the C−
Au bond has very limited bond fluctuations and that the
electron−phonon-coupling in the Fe−C4−Fe backbone is
rather small in all compounds.
We summarize from the transport properties of 5′, 6′, 7, and 8

as displayed in Figure 3 and Table 4 that variations of the
anchoring motif strongly and directly influence the transport
properties of the corresponding Au−molecule−Au system. A
strong increase in conductance occurs in particular when
employing covalent C−Au bonds. The end group therefore
enables to tune the transport properties over more than 3 orders
of magnitude.

■ CONCLUSION

It was demonstrated that the class of {Fe}−CC−CC−{Fe}
({Fe} = Fe(depe)2, depe = 1,2-bis(diethylphospino)ethane)
organometallic complexes can be modified to incorporate
terminal substituents capable of binding to Au electrodes to
form stable single-molecular junctions by establishing either
covalent or coordinative bonds to Au electrodes. A triad of
precursor molecules with highly reactive ligands in trans position
to the bridging butadiyne was designed to target this terminal
substituent function. Synthetic strategies were developed to
introduce CN, SH and NO2, C2H, C2SnMe3, C4SnMe3, NCSe,
and NCS substituents at the terminal sites.
The molecular design of the precursor molecules as well as

the strategy for the synthetic pathways enable a facile
modification of the termini of the X{Fe}−CC−CC−
{Fe}X system to tailor the molecule−metal coupling for specific
applications.
The systematic synthetic approach allows a variation of the

structural motifs, involving the metal centers, the bridging
ligand, and the equatorial ligand sphere, to be modified in order
to modulate the charge transport properties. The end groups
chosen are conjugated moieties and covalently bound to the Fe
centers. Various binding motifs to Au electrodes were tested that
form coordinative to covalent bonds, enabling to electronically
extend the electron delocalization of the {Fe}−CC−CC−
{Fe} core toward the leads by hybridization of MO and metal
states as it takes place upon a covalent C−Au binding. The C−
Au end groups allow a direct charge injection into the redox
active molecules. The utilization of the sp-hybridized and
electronically highly versatile butadiyne bridging ligand was
demonstrated to drastically increase charge transport rates by
lowering the injection barrier across the molecule−metal
interface. DFT model studies suggest that the HOMO/
LUMO gap can be tuned by varying the X groups of a
X{M}C4{M}X system even if the metal centers and bridging
and equatorial ligands are kept unaltered.
To allow a comparison of the current levels, molecules with

comparable overall molecular lengths were chosen for single-
molecule transport measurements at 300 K under ultrahigh
vacuum conditions. For the C2 terminated 5′ a current level of
approximately 6.5 × 10−7 A at 1.0 V was achieved, reaching 1%
of the maximal current available for Au−Au quantum point
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contacts (77.6 × 10−6 A at 1.0 V assuming one conductance
channel). Additionally, both C−Au bonded systems exhibited a
higher stability and less fluctuations in the transport properties.
When comparing the conductance of the organometallic
compounds as a function of wire length, the Fe-based molecules
5′ and 6′ outperform the currently best conductive molecular
wire systems (at comparable length), the poly-p-phenylene
possessing a C−Au coupling.47 The covalently bonded C2 and
C4 molecular junctions behave like highly conjugated systems.
Therefore, the utilization of covalent C(sp)−Au bonds and of

strongly electronically delocalized polycarbyl chains with
embedded metal centers into the molecular backbone is an
attractive concept to achieve low-ohmic molecular wires
generating hybridized metal−molecule interfaces, close MO
level alignments with EF and electron pathways delocalized
across the backbone. These three parameters provide high-
conductive molecular wires that are strongly required for future
nanoelectronics.
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